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The trees rain their leaf  tears.
Mourning the loss of  summer.
Naked they stand tall,
Leaves upon the ground.

Behold! The fall of  summer…

Each leaf  is a kiss.
It is something pure, sweet, and innocent. 
It touches the soil, 
A gentle feathering brush upon the earth.

Behold! The fall of  innocence…

The earth is a mother. 
She births, raises, and reprimands. 
Her raging fits of  rain and wind,
Destroy the souls she supports. 

Behold! The fall of  our planet…

The people are the enigma.
They love and hate the same object.
A race set to destroy all it knows.
They fear one another, they fear themselves 
 
Behold…the fall of  man.  

RESIDENCE
BROOKE SWAIN

FALL
FAITH STORM
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PERCEIVED NOBILITY
TABITHA M. LORE

ONEDAY MORNING
CHRISTINA JONES
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UNTITLED

UNHEARD

JANINE GREY

DAVID A. BURCHETT
Torture of  the mind of  a man cries

Awakened is the soul of  the inner child

He sits and cries out the words of  the mind

Misunderstood are the murmurs of  speech

The soul cries out for understanding

The man’s soul remains alone and weeping

Hoping to reach an understanding ear

Crying out for someone’s help

For a friend he cries out

Alone he remains

His soul turns black
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UNTITLED TRUTH

DISCONTENT

ZACK ZIEGLER

XIOMARA ROSADO
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REMNANTS AT THE INTERSECTION

UNTITLED

CHRISTINA JONES

TAYLOR PRISE

Like a doe smeared

on a foggy country highway,

my zip-loc baggy skin is

burst at the seams and oozing, 

the hind leg of  my childhood

insecurities lay abandoned in grass,

and my prideful estrogenic blood

drains into a shallow pot hole.

Mercy

close my eyes,

so my last vision is not

my black velvet heart 

alone

and pulsating on the yellow line. 

Others will barrel through me

and drag me as their souvenir.

I am cracked open.

Vulnerable to the vultures

that will examine me

with their beaks,

my flesh sits in judgment.

And so I wait

for someone new

to scrape up with a shovel

and gather my pieces;

to declare me

trash or trophy.
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RILEY RENEE

CAPTIVES

ANDREA FARRELLCHRISTINA JONES

SARAH ACHOR
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GLASS OF MANY COLORS

SPEAK NOW OR FOREVER HOLD YOUR PEACE

DANIEL ONDERCIN

MARGIE BOND
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TRIPOT SET

SAVIOR

CHRISTIAN OTTAWAY

TIM SCHWAMBERGERDANIEL ONDERCIN
The caterpillar springs forth from beneath
His umbrellic brown dying leaf
Rejoice; attuned am I to its allure
And every hundred steps endure

Clandestine motives; Nature aligned trot
A merry march to pool all thought
Of  my fixation; roused and read
Unto the copses those tiny legs tread

Beseech, Beckon, Hearken; Call forth with cry
Forwards this vessel mine eyes scry
Direction by demand, nay, reprimand
No command speeds those stakes to land

Or fromward naught does this dirge speech repeal
Lay of  course revokes words that steal
Free will of  diction and of  heartstring too
Nary save one font Gaia drew

Imposing ensnarement mine crook hands plea
Clutch and devour with vile glee
God Forbid!  This journey entails not I
Sin engorged if  I brand apply

Novelty of  touch bemoans forbearance
Sore wrath bloodstains endearéd trance
Passionate intensity my lips thirst
To quench; to embody the worst
 
Earthmother’s child, from her arms I take
Your innocence for my own sake 
Mortgage earth for its plastic replacement
Butter-bearing bowl displacement

Wicked fingers lunge to pinch and replace
Hark!  Destined not I victory’s race
A wingéd messenger invokes damnation’s
Rapture to preserve creation

Salvation from dirt soiled digit nails
Horus triumphantly by sails
The crushed caterpillar nestled in beak  
Still naive to the words I speak
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The lion is not afraid when sleeping near the lamb;
It is evil when it eats unless it’s feeding from the damned.
 
All the children painted diagrams of  God upon their hands,
Hoping somewhere on this shaking Earth they could find a place to stand.
 
And I am the moth-drenched love of  dead mules,
As stable as sand in a windstorm and I shake like a spider in the rain.
 
And you say, “My, my. The ways I’ve changed since then, the ways I’ve changed.”
And all I ever have to say is, “I’m sorry.”
 
We turned our water into whining, shouting, “Let us be like Christ!”
But then our whining turned to wonder, and our wonder turned to ice.
 
Dedicated by Rabbit for Jesus

This poem was found graffitied on a bridge.  The true author’s name has been scribbled out and 
therefore is unknown.  Modified by aurthor.

LION AND THE LAMB

TRIBUTE

OLIVIA SADLER

JASON CHAPMAN
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LUST

99 PROBLEMS

KYLEA CRAYCRAFT

SHAYNE DEPUGH
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 Deep within the heart of  a most obscure 
college campus lays a group of  people who dwell within 
the darkest recesses of  the shadow world. They come 
out only at night and lurk along the edges of  the brick 
walls looking up from their handheld worlds only to 
enter into their lair, a place that cannot be found except 
for those who have been taken there and by those who 
have a magic button that allows them access. Indeed, 
to be involved in the world of  video games is to be one 
with the darkness and to embrace the solidarity that 
goes along with the trade, in more ways than one. 
There may be a few girls in the group but for all 
intents and purposes of  our research we will look at 
the upper class gamers, the ones who have persevered 
and decided that this is indeed their chosen life. It is 
the observation of  this researcher that there seem to be 
only the male chromosome present.
     First and foremost it is important to distinguish the 
varying levels of  “gamers,” for as you shall see not all 
gamers are dwellers of  the shadows, at least not in their 
entirety. There are actually three degrees of  darkness 
that a gamer can fall into. Of  course it is important to 
mention that the majority of  the group falls into the 
third category, the darkest of  them all. 
     The first group, we can call this one the “bro” 
group. A “bro” is a group of  males who dress for the 
most part in a polo shirt, at one time this shirt may have 
born a popped collar, and some form of  designer jean. 
They wear aviators, and flip flops, and while they were 
in high school they delighted in video game playing 
as a purely social activity to be enjoyed with copious 
amounts of  underage drinking of  cheap beer. They are 
most easily distinguished from afar for their use of  Axe 
Body Spray. 
     In this group, it is typical to bathe at least once a day, 
and be otherwise well kempt, keeping with what is in 
fashion. For the duration of  this study it was apparently 
en vogue to have a bit of  scruff  to their countenance. 
There are only about five males that could be classified 
in this category at all. All of  them are in a longstanding 
relationship and enjoy frequent forays of  a sexual 
nature with their significant other. It is because of  this 
that they hold a sort of  place of  worship among others 
in their degree. For among the dwellers of  shadows, 
there is really nothing as valuable as the body of  
someone of  the opposite sex. 
     The thing that must be understood however is 

that nothing will ever be quite as important to the 
bros as their electronics, because they do not know 
how to properly appreciate the female form as they 
have gained easy access to it their whole life. It is this 
researcher’s observation that the most prized of  all of  
their possessions is their computer (the tower, because 
that is the computer, the brain if  you will) which they 
have built. Coming below that is the monitor, a super 
big one which may be their way of  overcompensating 
(some men buy big trucks, others big computer 
monitors). Then comes their various next generation 
gaming systems, all very expensive and with all of  
the latest games (which I can assure you they play for 
about five minutes until the next thing comes out to 
occupy them). Coming in very close behind that is their 
mint condition SNES (super Nintendo entertainment 
system), which is probably a relic from their youth as 
they have always been spoiled by their parents. 
     So what is left? Oh the crown jewel of  their room, 
what they see as their crowning achievement indeed: 
their 32 inch flat screen, LCD television. This television 
takes up a prime seat in their dorm room, occupying 
the hearts and minds of  all other gamers who only wish 
to own a television like that perhaps after they graduate 
and can afford to buy one. But wait till after graduation 
to purchase said TV? Not for the bros. After all of  this 
comes their fiancé/girlfriend/significant other. 
     Right below the bros, is a second group that 
shall be referred to as the “groundlings.” Much like 
Shakespeare’s groundlings, these boys watch from 
below as others above put on a performance that they 
can only hope to achieve at some point in their life. 
They do not bathe every day but still they are in a fairly 
clean state of  affairs. Some do have girlfriends, most 
do not, and all of  them spend the majority of  their 
time mumbling incoherently under their breath about 
something. Usually the mutterings consist of  jokes 
about how inaccurate a representation of  something 
“geek” is in popular culture (like who played Spock in 
Star Trek, and what Gandalf  was referred to in which 
Lord of  the Rings film). At some point these guys 
can expect to lose their virginity, and perhaps even be 
married. They may even get to do this without paying 
for it! 
     The most coveted of  their possessions is the naked 
picture of  an actual woman that was sent to them 
via text message through a long chain of  people that 

A STUDY OF THE VARYING DEGREES OF VIDEO GAME     PLAYING INDIVIDUALS AND THEIR SOCIAL PATTERNS

STEPHANIE BUSH
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A STUDY OF THE VARYING DEGREES OF VIDEO GAME     PLAYING INDIVIDUALS AND THEIR SOCIAL PATTERNS

STEPHANIE BUSH
originated with someone they barely knew and ended 
up in the greasy palms of  their groundling companion. 
Those who are fortunate enough may find themselves 
in possession of  more than one of  these. The next most 
important thing that they have is their laptop. This 
portable computer goes with them everywhere and has 
just enough computing ability to handle their marathon 
games of  W.O.W. (World of  Warcraft).  Not to mention 
that this portable computer allows for portable porn, a 
staple in the everyday life of  the groundling not only for 
the fulfillment of  their sexual needs but also as a form 
of  mass entertainment within their gathering place. 
     As these groundlings are not fortunate enough to 
have built their own computer they must instead settle 
for whatever alienware or dell XPS has to offer, or God 
forbid, HP. Because of  this, they are below their laptops 
in importance, but make no mistake that these gamers 
have also provided for the largest possible monitor for 
their computer, though it is not as big and expensive as 
the monitors of  the bros. Perhaps this means they have 
less to spend on a monitor, or perhaps they do not have 
the same compensation issues as the bros above them. 
     These gamers do not usually possess the next 
generation gaming systems, instead preferring to 
gravitate to the bros who are all too willing to give 
their attention to those lesser than themselves within 
their own little stratosphere. However, for those who 
are fortunate enough to own one of  their own, they 
become Gods among men (well, pseudo men) for they 
can now play games online and unlock trophies to raise 
their gamer scores and what not. Who cares if  they 
have to play it on a less than cool 32 inch tube TV (only 
uncool in the gaming world)?  
     Now has come the time to discuss the third and final 
group of  gamers, the Nosferatu. Yes, that is a reference 
to vampires, perhaps that is because of  their many 
shared qualities. These gamer guys stick to the shadows 
and come out only when the sun is going down, as this 
is when they choose to rise from their resting place 
somewhere in the vicinity of  the village in which they 
live. They make their way to the center for advanced 
technology, the place in which all of  their time is 
spent, be it playing video games, or programming 
them. These gamers may not be seen, but one can 
tell nevertheless that they are coming because of  their 
very distinguishable scent. The Nosferatu do not bathe 
except for on the rare occasion that it crosses their mind 

to do so, for you see it is not because they do not believe 
in bathing but rather they believe in gaming above all else.  
     It is because of  this insatiable need to play video 
games that this group is rarely seen in the daylight, 
and once they have completed their course of  general 
educations requirements, they reside only in their own 
domain. They do not bother to go to either groundlings 
or bros’ dwellings in order to get in their daily allotment 
of  game time in, instead they choose to sink into their 
own glorious little hole in the wall. It is a matter of  
public record that there was once a day when the 
transformer blew up taking the campus on which these 
gamers live completely out of  power. On this day the 
Nosferatu crept out of  the sliding doors, with their 
notebooks and calculators hugged to their chest, and 
quickly shielded their eyes from the sun. They scurried, 
with their backs against the walls to their own private 
bed chambers, hissing as they went.
     So what of  this lair that I speak so much of ? In 
a building designated for the advancement of  the 
technological sciences on an insignificant little college 
campus (that shall remain anonymous so as to maintain 
the integrity of  these gamers), is a little door on the 
second floor. Behind this innocuous little door lies a 
room with two beaten up couches, six super computers, 
a bookshelf, and two fifty-two inch flat screen LCD 
televisions. The bookshelf  is lined with video games 
from floor to ceiling in varieties ranging from the most 
archaic game to the newest version for the newest and 
most expensive system. Every game system that has ever 
been created is present within this magical, smelly, cluttered 
room.  This my dear readers, is the lair of  the gamer.
     No matter the degree of  gamer, be it the bro, the 
groundling, or the Nosferatu, all are welcome within 
this black hole where time seems to stop and junk food 
and energy drinks seem to emerge from the walls at a 
rate swift enough to keep up with the trash that clutters 
the floor. In order to gain access into this sacred space 
one must be in possession of  an “i-button,” which when 
pushed into a space on the door will gain the gamer 
access. In this world there is an entire other language 
and a class system within the one I have just described. 
There are also groupies to the gamers, those who find 
themselves intrigued by some of  the same things, but 
those are for another story entirely.
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ITKU PITKASTA ILOSTA (WEEPING WILL FOLLOW A LONG DELIGHT)

SARA SMITH

PANIC
MARY KINCAID
My heart races. 
My limbs shake. 
I feel ice up my spine and the back of  my head.
 I have moved beyond normal fear into terror. 
My world is ending in that very moment. 
Why? Why is this happening to me? 
What do I do?
 I can’t breathe. 
I need to run, hide, something. 
Can’t someone help me? 
Where does this come from? 
Later, time speeds back up. 
Thoughts become coherent again. 
I know where the fear comes from. 
It is not fear, but rage. 
Rage against the world for all injustice big and 
small, personal and public. 
Except the rage that was once directed at the 
world became impotent. 
An animal with no teeth.
 An animal that now turns on it’s master with a 
ferocity unmatched by any predator in the real 
world. 
Rage now caged and slowly, everyday, little by 
little, tearing the cage apart from the inside. 
How do I kill the beast within?
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HAPPINESS

PANIC

XIOMARA ROSADO

MARY KINCAID

DARK CLOUD II
CHRISTOPHER SWEET
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The desert heat swells and compels
Those blindin’ lights and those ringin’ bells
Flip a coin; is it heads or is it tails?
It doesn’t matter; either way I’m a winner
Some call me a saint, others a sinner, but I know my 
niche
Truth be told, I’m a gambling man.

Are the stakes low, are the stakes high?
To be frank with you sweetheart, I don’t give a damn
Because in earnest, I’m a gambling man
And I let it ride on chances that’d make angels cry
Honey, you know where there’s a chip and a chair
I’ll have my Marlboro lit frontin’ a deadpan stare

And if  my goddess Fortune is with me nigh
She, I, and Lady Luck, who I cordially saw
Out by the parking lot, dressed like a doll
Will have one hell of  a night
And under the moonlight we’ll meet
And under the blankets of  my complimentary suite

I’ll double down and split those Queens
Blackjack both stacks; hand over the greens
And I’ll toke the dealer for this monster of  a hand
Chips like wildfire; it’s all supply and demand
Because, darling, I already told you; I’m a gambling 
man
And you’d better be willing to see me to the river’s 
span

Penny, nickel, dime, quarter, dollar
Ten, twenty, fifty, hundred, reading denominations is 
such a bother
Cause the reels, they’re spinnin’ and I got two 
cherries lined up
And when I hit the jackpot, the tokens are 
overflowin’ the cup
Load her back up, give the lever anotherv pull
These turnin’ slots got me playin’ the fool

I’ve got three down on the top line inside
And seven riding on the odds outside
And as the croupier gives her a spin

WELCOME TO FABULOUS LAS VEGAS
TIM SCHWAMBERGER

Maybe I’ll break even, draw, lose or win
Jesus, I’m a gambling man, and if  the game is roulette
It don’t matter if  the ball is on a wheel or in the barrel, 
I’ll take that bet

The river rat is what they call me in hold ‘em
On tilt so careless, I’ll go in blind and won’t fold ‘em
And as I’m getting blinded by the climbing ante
I’ll call the waitress over, Suzy gimme a drink
I need some iced merlot to help me think
The bright lights are dimming, shanti shanti shanti

Little did they know at first I was a gambling man
Passing the line on weighted sevens and elevens
But when they caught me red handed with aces in sleeves
All about Sin City my mug was on ban
Security says they ain’t got no use for thieves
There just ain’t no home for the gambling man

DIAMONDS OF LIGHT
MARY KINCAID
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SHOOT THROUGH
SARA SMITH

GARRULOUS
SARAH PASTOR

I utilize gargantuan locutions,
exclusively to adopt a facade of
supplementary astuteness.
These utterances will avail themselves
for the saccharine enticement of  enamoratas and 
overawe masculine opposition.  
The proletariat will conjecture that I am 
consequential,
the populace perceive me as a cerebral 
Brobdingnagian.
These idiomatic promulgations will subsist
in the perpetuity of  antiquity,
because these loquacious, voluble digressions
make me sound
ya know,
smart and stuff.

DIAMONDS OF LIGHT
MARY KINCAID
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ANOTHER ABANDONED HOME
BROOKE SWAIN

APPLE IPHONE 4 AD POSTER
RYAN APPLETON
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